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The appearance of the second edition of Price and Dwek's well-known book is as timely as was the first. For 
those of us to whom the phrase 'Physics is fun' was as paradoxical s 'I am now telling a lie', salvation was provided 
in the arrival of the earlier version of this work. Now the Second Coming, as it were, provides us with the same 
outstandingly successful format, clarity of treatment, logic of development and thoughtfulness of presentation, 
together with several new topics. These latter, which fit neatly into the development asthough they had always 
been intended to take their places, include the cooperative binding of ligands to macromolecules, the analysis 
of ultracentrifugal data, the chemiosmotic theory of oxidative phosphorylation a d the kinetics of 2-substrate 
enzymes. 
As before, early chapters treat he First and Second Laws of Thermodynamics, leading to the concept of 
chemical equilibrium and disequilibrium. As such, a natural development to the binding of ligands to macromole- 
cules and the thermodynamics of solutions, both lacking and containing macromolecules, the thermodynamics of 
acids and bases, electrochemical ells and redox processes, follow sequentially. Two comprehensive chapters on 
chemical and enzyme kinetics make up the major part of the second half of the book, which finishes off with two 
short ones covering, respectively, spectrophotometry and radioisotopes. 
If these are the bones of this useful work, the flesh, indeed the muscle, lies in the large number of worked 
examples and problems (solutions provided at the back) which illustrate and amplify the text. The student who 
has worked through the majority of these will have a very thorough grounding in all the important fundamentals 
which underpin any real understanding of biological processes. At £3.95 it is to be anticipated, as well as hoped, 
that every student of Biochemistry might purchase a copy. Will there be any topics which (s)he might wish to 
have had treated more fully? For this reviewer fuller treatments of the effect of temperature on the pK of acids 
and bases, extended Debye-Hiickel theory, the potentials et up by Gibbs-Donnan equilibria nd experimental 
aspects of potentiometry would have been welcome, but such a view is a purely personal one. I was glad that the 
authors chose the heretical rebellion against Pascals and Becquerels amongst SI units in favour of atmospheres and 
Curies, and that the index was helpful and comprehensive. The suggestions for further eading were perhaps a
little unadventurous, but these are mere quibbles in a book of such marvellous lucidity and utility, and I have not 
the slightest hesitation i  recommending it to all serious tudents and teachers of biochemistry and other Life 
Sciences, who may begin by enjoying the witty dedication - 
'for the additions between editions'. 
Douglas B. Kell 
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